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Envirosight Releases New White Paper: Jetting with Vision. 
This new white paper details the benefits of visual surveillance pre- and post-jetting. 

 
RANDOLPH, NJ—January 23, 2017— A large part of maintaining a sewer system is ensuring the pipes are clear of debris and 
obstructions, allowing effluent to flow easily. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, jetting is the most 
efficient routine cleaning method for municipal sewers. The problem is that most jetter nozzle operators are going in blind, 
unable to see the condition of the pipe before cleaning and are forced to rely on indirect methods to determine if cleaning 
was successful. While CCTV inspections can be performed pre- and post-cleaning, this is a costly and time-consuming 
process. In a new white paper, Envirosight explores the benefits of both jet cameras and video nozzles, laying out the basics 
of what you need the know about your options. 
 
“Seeing the condition of your pipe before you start jetting has many benefits; you identify areas that require extra cleaning, 
and can locate protruding taps, roots, collapses and cross bores,“ says Andrew Wicker, Southeastern Regional Sales 
Manager for Envirosight and author of this paper. “And assessing after cleaning means you know you got the job done well. 
So, we wrote this white paper to give municipalities and contractors a walkthrough of the benefits and options for video 
surveillance of pipes pre- and post-jetting to save them time and money, and prevent callbacks.” 
 
This white paper was created as part of Envirosight’s commitment to create and share reference material that benefits 
wastewater industry professionals. For the full white paper: http://inbound.envirosight.com/jetting_with_vision 
 
About Envirosight LLC 

Randolph, New Jersey-based Envirosight, LLC provides sewer cameras and other pipeline inspection solutions to 
municipalities, contractors, departments of transportation, and civil/environmental engineers. Envirosight is a full-service 
manufacturer of robotic sewer inspection crawlers, zoom cameras, push cameras, inspection reporting and asset 
management software, and inspection vehicles. Envirosight is committed to ongoing innovation, delivering products that 
enhance user productivity and inspection detail. Envirosight serves customers through a trained network of regional sales 
partners who deliver localized support and expertise with rapid turnaround. All Envirosight technical employees hold 
NASSCO PACP certification. Visit Envirosight online at www.envirosight.com 
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